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Abstract. Five procedures of mixe,I finit.e element. type for solving elliptic partial differential
equations on triangular meshes are present.eel: the st.am lard and hybrid 1nixed methods, the recently
introduced expanded 1nixed met.hod, arnl t.wo new met.lw,ls. The efficient. implement.at.ion of these
procedures using the lowest-order R.a.via.rt-Tho111as RJ>J>roxi1nating spaces defined on triangular elP--

ments is discussed. The standard met.hod yidds a sa<lclle,-point. linear system, and while t.he hybrid
method yields a positive definite linear system, it. uses r.0% more unknowns. A quadrature rule is
given which reduces a new, expanded formulation of the, rnixed method to a finite difference rnet.hod
on triangles. This approach substantially reduces the complexity of t.he mixed finite element matrix. On srnooth meshes this new approach appears t.o be as acr,urat.e as t.he standard 1nethod; on
non-smooth meshes it can lose accuracy. An enhancement. of this met.hod is derived which combines
numerical quadrature with Lagrange multipliers on certain element. edges. The enhanced met.hod
regains the accuracy of the solution, with lit.t.le additional cost. if the mesh geometry is piece-wise
s1nooth, as in hierarchical meshes. Nmnerical examples in two rli1nensions are given comparing the
accuracy of the rnet.hods.
Keywords: Mixed finite element. met.hod, elliptic partial differential equal.ion, finit.e rlifferences,
triangles
AMS(MOS) subject classification: (,5N:30, (,5N0G, G5N'.22

1. Introduction. In this paper, we discuss several variations of the mixed finite
element method for solving elliptic equations of the form

(1)

-'v -(K(x)'vp(x))

= .f(x),

x

E 0,

where O is a polygonal domain in IR?, K(x) 1s a positive definite matrix, and for
simplicity, we assume the boundary condition

(2)

p(x)

= 0,

x E i)O,_

We concentrate on the efficient solution of (1) and (2) using the lowest-order RaviartThomas approximating spaces (RT0 ) on tria11g11lar elements in two dimensions.
The mixed method (MM) was first described in (19]. Tlw method has seen increasing popularity and an extensive literatme has developed. The MM is especially
useful for problems where the velocity or strain u = -K'vp is an important <1uantity,
since, in general, mixed methods approximate u and the potential p to the same order
of accuracy. Furthermore, the approximate velocity calculated by the mixed method
satisfies the conservation principle 'v · u = .f almost everywhere. This property is
important in applications where local conservation of mass is essential.
General convergence properties of the MM are now well-understood. Convergence
and superconvergence estimates can be found, for example, in (19, 8, 16, 23, 10, 11].
Since the standard MM yields a linear system that represents a saddle-point problem,
much current research on the MM involves how to efficiently solve the system of
equations that arises, see for example, (13, 5, fi, 12, 21, 17, l].
Perhaps the earliest successful techni<1ue was the hybrid form of the mixed method
(HM) [3]. This turns the saddle-point problem iuto a semi-definite problem, but at
the expense of greatly increasing the number of unknowns.
• This research was support.er! in part \,y t.he Departrnent. of Energy, t.he St.at.e of Texas Governor's
Energy Office, and project grant.s frnm t.he Nat.innal Science Fonndat.ion. The t.hird author was
supported in part by an NSF Post.doctoral Fellowship.
t Depart.ment. of Comput.at.ional and Applied Mat.hemat.ics, Rice University, P.O. Box 1892, Houston, TX 77251-1892.
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Our primary interest in the MM is for solving elliptic and parabolic equations
arising in flow through porous media., in particular, oil reservoir simulation and contaminant transport. In oil reservoir simulation, mixed finite element methods disguised as cell-centered finite difference methods have been the standard approach for
many years [18]. The relationship between the mixed method and cell-centered finite
differences was established in [20], under the assumption that J( in (1) is a scalar or
a diagonal matrix. If one uses the RT0 approximating spaces on rectangular elements
and applies appropriate (giadrature rules, the mixed method reduces to a. five-point
cell-centered finite difference met.hod for the potential p. Based on this observation,
Weiser and Wheeler (23] were able to analyze a.ncl prove superconvergence for the potential and velocity approximations geuerated by this method. The resulting matrix
problem is definite and generally much easier to solve than the problem which a.rises
using the standard mixed method without quadrature.
Recently, a variation of the mixed method [l, 2] has been developed which has
advantages over the standard approach for tensor and positive semi-definite coefficients J(. In this method, an auxiliary variable is introduced to a.void inverting J(,
allowing J( to be nonnegative - the standard mixed method assumes J( is strictly
positive. This expanded mixed method has the additional advantage over the MM
that numerical quadrature can he used on rectangular meshes to derive a finite difference stencil even when J( is a matrix function. We refer to this approach as
the AWYM (Arboga.st-Wheeler-Yotov met.hod); convergence and superconvergence
results are given in [1, 2].
In this paper, we derive a. (JUadra.ture rult-: for triangular elements which reduces
the expanded mixed method to a finite difference method for potential In two dimensions, the finite difference stencil has ten points. As we demonstrate by example,
the method is easy to solve and is as accurate as the MM, provided that the triangulation is "smooth". However, applying the quadrature rule on general triangulations
can in some cases lead to an undesirable loss of accnra.cy in the solution. The loss
of accuracy is caused by discontinuities in a mapping function which depends on the
computational domain and the eli--:ments usi--:d in the triangulation. In cases where
smooth triangulations can be used, the discontinuities disappear and no loss of accuracy occurs. Nevertheless, our ideas a.rt-: useful for nonsmooth meshes for two reasons.
First, the method can be used a.s a preconditioner for the MM or the AWYM without
quadrature. Second, the loss of accuracy can bi--: a.voided by enhancing the method
with Lagrange multipliers on element faces whi--:re the discoutinuities appear.
The rest of this pa.per is outlined as follows. In thi--: next Si--:ction, we give notation
used throughout the pa.per. For completeness, we review the basic MM [19] in Section
3, the HM (3, 4] in Section 4, and the AWYM [l, 2] in Section 5. After this introductory material, we define the "cell-centered stencil method" (SM) in Section 6, which is
the triangular analog of the AWYM. It is useful for smoothly triangulated domains.
In Section 7, we work out an example to show why the SM can lose accuracy on nonsmooth meshes. In Sect.ion 8, we define the "enhanced cell-centered stencil method"
(ESM), useful for triangulations consisting of the union of a small number of smooth
triangulations. The ESM is a combiuation of the SM and the HM; it appears to give
the same accuracy as HM with potentially much less computational cost. Finally, in
Section 9, we present several numerical examples comparing the MM, HM, SM, and
ESM. We also discuss briefly problems in three space dimensions. A C++ package
which implements all of the methods presented here has been developed by the third
author. More information on this package can be found in [14].
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2. Notation. Let L 2 (R) denote the standard Sobolev space of square-integrable
functions g on a domain RE IR?. We de11ote hy (·, ·)R the L 2 (R) inner product, and
the L2 (R) norm is denoted by
I

(3)

ll!!IIR

= (g, g)'k

Denote by (·, ·)aR the L 2(aR) inner product. Define
H(div; R)

(4)

= {u = (1t 1 , 1t"): u

E (L 2 (R)) 2 and v' · u E L 2 (R)},

with norm

(5)

llnlli(div;R)

=

j~

2

[lnl +Iv'· nl"] dx.

When R = n, we may omit it in Uw definitions above.
Let T,, denote a triangulation of n into triangles with maximum diameter h > 0.
Associated with T,., the RT0 sp,u·.es V,, C H(div; fl) and W,. C L 2 (0) are characterized
as follows [19]. Let Nr denote the number of triangles in T,,. and Ne the number of
edges. Then

W1,
Letting

Ilt

= span{w;, i = l, ... , Nr:

(w;)lr;

= b;_;,.i = 1, ... , Nr }.

denote one of the unit vectors normal to edge f, denoted by et,

V,,

= span{vk E H(div; fl),

A:= 1, ... , N 0

0

0

Vk Ir E (P (T))2 EB xP (T)
vk ·

ntl,,,

= bkt,

f

:

for all TE T,., and

= 1, ... , N,J,

where P 0 (T) denotes the set of constant functio11s defined on TE T,,. Specifically, in
rn,2, the function Vk = (v!, vf,) E V,, is given on T by

n} + (fr,

(vt)IT
(vt)IT

/l'}

+ (iy,

with the three coefficients determined by the re<p1irements

(6)
Thus vk is nonzero only on the two elements which share edge A:.

3. The Standard Mixed Method. To derive the MM[HJ], we rewrite (1) in
mixed form:

(7)

u(x)

-K(x)v'p(x),

(8)

v' . ll

.f.

Multiplying (7)-(8) by appropriate test functions and integrating we obtain

(9)
(10)

(IC 1 u, v) - (p, v' · v)
(v' · u, w)

0,

v E

(.f, w),

H(div; n),

w E L 2 (0).
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In the MM, we seek U E V,, and PE W1i that satisfy

(JC 1 U, v) - (P, V · v)

(11)
(12)

0,

(V · U, w)

v

E

v,.,

(f,w),

wEW1i.

Define ma.trices M and B by
1

(13)

(I{ -

(14)

(wi,'v·vi),

and vectors -0,

P,

i, .i

V j , Vi) ,

= 1, ... , Ne ,

i=l, .. ,,N,:;

.i=l, .. ,,NT,

and F by
N,

(15)

U(x)

L-0.iv.i(x),
.i=l
NT

(16)

P(x)

(17)

Fi

LP;wi(x),
i=l

.i

(f,wj),

= 1, .. . ,NT-

Then U and P can be found by solving the matrix equation

(18)
Existence and uniqueness of -0 and f> follows from our assumption of Dirichlet boundary conditions on p and the fact that M is positive definite, since ( 18) can lw rewritten
a.s

u

(HJ)
(20)

AMMP

= (BT M-

1

B)P

(M- 1 B)P,
F,

where AMM = BT M- 1 B is symmetric and positive definite.
If exact integration is used in ( 1:3), tlwn M is a sparse matrix but M- 1 is full.
When using an iterative method such as conjugate gradient iteration to solve (20),
applying the matrix AMM to a vector implies solving a system of equations involving
the matrix M. As mentioned in the Introduction, iu the special case of rectangular
elements and I< a scalar or a diagonal matrix function, then applying the appropriate
quadrature rules to (13) reduces M and M- 1 to diagonal ma.trices without reducing
the accuracy of the approximate solutions [2:{]. 111 particular, assuming I{ is scalar,

(21)
and we can approximate the first integral on the right side using the trapezoidal rule
in :1: and the midpoint rule in y, using the reverse rules for the second integral. The
matrix AMM then becomes spa.rse with nonzero entries on five bands, and the cost of
applying an iterative procedure to the solution of (20) is greatly reduced. lu fact, the
method reduces to the standard cell-centered finite difference method.
It was proven in [HJ] that for u and 11 sufficiently smooth, the RTo approximations
U and P satisfy

(22)

llu -

UIIH(div;n)

+ IIP -

PII ~ Ch,
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where C is a constant independent of h. For recta.ngnla.r meshes and J{ a scalar or
diagonal matrix, superconvergence of order h 2 of the velocity U and potential P at
Gauss points was proven in (16]. These results were extended in [10] to demonstrate
superconvergence of velocities along li11es cmuwcting Gauss points. In [23], these results were shown to hold even when numerical quadratnre of the type discussed above
is used to approximate the integral (I(- 1 vj, vi). On triangular meshes, superconvergence of the potential P of order h 2 at the centroid of ea.ch triangle was proven in
[11, 8]. No superconvergence results for velocity are known in this case. Onr numerical results seem to indicate that the velocity is not superconvergent on triangular
meshes.

4. The Hybrid Method. Next, we consider a. hybrid version of the MM (HM)
[3], where Lagrange multipliers a.re introduced 011 the element edges. We modify the
RT0 spaces slightly, introducing spaces l1,'. a.nd A1i, with V,'. replacing V,.. For each
triangle TE T,, with edges ek, k=l,2,:3, we associate ha.sis fond.ions VT,k that satisfy
0
0
2
vr,k E (P (T)) EB xP (T) and VT,k · 111 = bk,l, where 111 is the unit outward normal
(with respect to T) to edge f/. The space v,; C (L 2 (r2)f is giwm by

v,;

= spa.n{vr,k, A:= 1, 2, :3, TE T,,};

it is V,, with relaxed continuity requirements. Let E denote the union of a.II element
edges in T,,. The space A1, C L 2 (E) is given by
(23)

A1, = span{JL_i, .i = l, ... , Ne : l'.i = l on edge

.i

a.nd O elsewhere}.

Ai'. = Ah n {V : V

= () on an}.
Returning to (7)-(8), multiplying by appropriate test fond.ions and integrating,
we find
(24)
(p, 'v · v) (p, v · ur)aT, v E (L 2(r2)) 2,
Let

L

(25)

('v-u,w)

w E L 2 (r2).

(f, w),

In (24), nr represents the unit outward normal to cJT. Approximate u by U E V~, p
in ea.ch element T by P E W1,, a.nd Ji on rJT by ,\ E
The unknowns
P, and ,\
satisfy

A\:.

(IC 1 U, v)

(26)

(P, 'v · v) -

L (,\, v · ur)ar,

U,

VE

v,:,

TET,,

('v-U,w)

(27)
(28)

L

(U · nr,

p.)aT

(.f, w),

w E J1V,,,

0,

A\:.

/IE

TET1,

It is easily shown that (26)-(28) is equivalent to the MM; that is, U E V,,, and U and
P satisfy (11)-(12). Thus, the convergence and superconvergence of the HM follows
from the analysis for the MM.
The computational difference between (2G)-(28) a.nd ( 11 )-( 12) is that one can
solve directly for,\, and then compute U and P. Let U, P, and~ denote the vectors
of unknowns associated with the f1111ctions U, P, and ,\, respectively. In matrix form,
(26)-(28) can be writteu as

-B
(29)

0
()

~][~] [{]
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This system can be reduced to an et1uatio11 for ~ as follows. The first equation in (29)
gives
(30)
From the second equation equation arnl (:rn)
(31)
thus,
(32)
Let A 11

= f3T M- 1 B.

Finally, from the third tcquation, (30), and (32), we find

AttM denote the matrix 011 the ldl side of (3:3).
The matrix M is block diagonal; ea.ch block corresponds to oue triangle in T,,, and
is a symmetric, positiw~ dtcfinite, 3 x ;3 matrix. HencP M- 1 is also block diagonal and
easy to compute. The matrix f3T M- 1 B has the same stmctnre, so A 1 is also block
diagonal. Furthermore, L has at most two nonzero entries on any row or colnmn;
thus, AHM can be formed and is sparse, with at most five nonzero entries on any
row. The stencil for ,\ is given in Fignre l. HencP, the advantage of solving (33)
over (20) for triangular meshes is that the matrix AttM is easier to apply than AMM·
The disadvantage is that (33) i11volves 50<}\, more unknowns than (20), all(! in three
dimensions, this ratio is 2:1 for tetrahedra and :tl for bricks.

Let

FIG. l. Stnicil for,\ for th, HM

5. The AWY Expanded Mixed Method. 111 this section, we present the
Arbogast-WheelP-r-Yotov variation ofthtc MM [l, 2]. We introduce a mesh-deptcllllent
function S 9 , which we define explicitly below. For now, assume S_q is a symmetric,
positive definite, 2 x 2 matrix function. We also introduce an auxiliary variable y,
defined by

(34)
then

(35)

S'gll

= SqKSgY·
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If S9 (x) is invertible, (34)-(:35) is equiva.leut. to (7). With (8), a. corresponding weak
form is given by

(36)
(37)
(38)

(S9 y,v)

(11, V · v),

v E H(div;

fl),

2

(S 9 u, z)
(V-u,111)

(Sq KS1,Y, z), Z E (L (fl))",
(f, w), 111 E L 2 (r2).

Let T denote any triangle in T,,., and let. Tref denote a reference element., which
we assume is the equilateral triangle with vertices a.t (-1,0), (1,0), and (0,../3). Let
Dr denote the constant. Jacohian ma.tr ix of the affine mapping between element T
and Tref, and let lr = ldet.Drl- On ea.ch element Tiu T,,, define S 9 by

(3U)
Note that S9 on ea.ch element is iudeed symmetric and positive definite. We approximate y by Y E V,,, u by U E V,, , and JI by P E VVi,, where Y, U, and P satisfy

v;, '

(40)
(41)

(89 Y, v)

( P, V . V)'

(SqV,z)

(42)

(V · U, w)

(8 9 K S_q Y, z), z E V,, ,
(.f, 111), w E W1,.

V E

Introduce the ma.trices S and C defined hy

(S_qv_;,vi), i,j=l, ... ,Ne,
(SgKSqVj,Vi), i,j,= l, ... ,N,,

(43)

(44)

and define Bas before in (14). Let Y, U_, aud P be the vectors of11nk11ow11s associated
with Y, U, and P, respectively. Then Y, U, a.ncl P satisfy

( 45)

S'

u

C:

-S
BT

[ 0

In this case, S and C are symmetric, positive defiuit.e, and sparse, and ( 45) implies
y

(46)

0

( 47)

(48)

AAwYMP

= (Brs-

1

c:s- 1 B) P

s- 1 BP,
s- 1 cs- 1 BP,
F.

The matrix AAWYM = BTs- 1 cs- 1 B is syrnmet.ric a.nd positive definite; hence, f'
exists and is unique, and the existencP a.ud 11niqnenPss of O a.ud Y follow from ( 47)
and (46).
One advantage of the AWYM over thP MM is that. Uw weak form (3fi)-(:38) does
not. require calculating K- 1 a.sin (D)-(10). Thus, t.hP AWYM is definable in cases
where K(x) = U. For t.ime-dependeut. problems where J{ may vary with t.inH\ the
AWYM also has the advantage over the MM tlrnt. 011ly s- 1 is ntceded in the computation, not. M- 1 . Unlike M, S' is 11ot. timtc-deptc1HIPnt. and htcnce s- 1 can be calculated
once at the beginning of the compnta.ti011, whereas M- 1 must be recomputed each
time-step.
In general, the computational expense of the AWYM and the MM a.re roughly
1
equivalent, since
and M- 1 a.rte both foll ma.trices. In the case of rectangular

s-
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=

elements, however, we can choose S 9
I, the identity matrix, and the integrals in
( 43) can be approximated by lptadrature mies as in the MM, reducing Stoa diagonal
matrix [1]. Thus, like AMM, AAWYM hecorm~s a. sparse, banded matrix. Another
advantage of the AWYM over the MM is that this reduction can be applied even
when J{ is a matrix function, since J{ does not enter into the computation of S. This
reduction is especially useful, for example, in transport equations where J{ repn~sents
a diffusion-dispersion tensor.
The convergence theory for the AWYM is give11 in [l, 2], where it is show11 that
pressure and velocity are gloha.lly first order accuratP, and JHessures a.rte superconvergent at the center of mass of each elemtent, provided that S_q varies smoothly over the
domain. In our caste, 8 9 is pitecewise discontinnons, so this convergence theory does
not apply directly.

6. The Stencil Method on triangles. As noted above, applying the AWYM
or the MM on general triangulations gives matrices which are expensive to apply. In
this section, we describe a md,hod for approximating thte integrals in ( 4:3) on triangular
meshes which diagonalizes the matrix S. Tlw n~snlt is a sparse approximation to
AAwYM that in two space dimensions has at most ten nonzero entries 011 a11y given
row. We refer to this approach as tlw Cell-Centtered Stencil Method, or SM.
On any triangle T, let v k denote the basis function of Vi, associated with edge k,
denoted by ek, k = 1, 2, :3. On Tref, let rk dn10tP the edge which is the image of f;k
when T is mapped to Tref· Defiiw the Piola transforruation [22] for vectors by
( 49)

It can then be verified that

l

(50)

vk -v1 rlx,

(S_q v,,) · v1 rlx = /

, T

. T,, 1

for k,l = 1, 2, 3. Moreover, frorn (49), orw can show that v,, is a scalar multiple of
the standard basis function for V,, corrtespondi11g to t->dgte k of Trd· Thus,

v,, -i11 = rq,hu,

(51)
where

111

k, I= l, 2, :3,

is the normal to edge I on Tref, and

n·.,

length

(52)

!Yk

is a scale factor,

f;k

= length f:k..

In order to diagonalize tlw matrix S, we seek a quadrature rnle which diagonalizes (50). We define a quadratmP rnle QT(rt) 011 Tref such that QT(rt) is exact for
polynomials of degree one, and QT(vk · v1) = 0 for k -:j:. I:

(53)

QT(g)=ti
V3 [g(-l,O)+g(l,U)+y(O,V3)+:3g
.
( U,

V:3)]

3

Tims, by (50),

(54)

f,/T(S9vk)·v1rlx~Qr(vk-v1)={

~

T; (

,

.

~

length f-k) ,

k:
h:

I-

l,

= /.
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Let SD denote the diagonal approximation to S' determined by the quadrature
rule given above. Define

(55)

c:•-1(·,c:,-IB
A SM= B T '-'D
-''·'D
·

Then AsM is a sparse approximation to AAWYM· Tlw resulting steucil for P is giw~n
in Figure 2. In particular, on any row of AsM, tlwre a.re at most ten n011zero entries.

FIG. ~-

St,n,,il fur P for the SM

The approach described above can easily be exteuded to three space dimensions,
using a similar quadrature rule. In this case, AsM has at most seventeen nonzero
entries.
7. A Non-s1nooth Mesh Exaiuple. Iu this sect.ion we discuss mesh smoothness and refinement processes and their impact 011 the accuracy of the SM. We say
that a mesh is 8rrtooth if it is thP image undPr a smooth map .f of a mPsh of equilateral triangles. Of course, any rrn. .sh ca11 he ca.lied smooth undPr this definition by
making .f have large derivatives. Tht-> cost is tlrnt the cousta.nt iu co11verge11cP ra.tPs
will depend on the derivatives of f. We say a mesh refiHPlllPHt process ( a.s used in
a convergencP study, for instancP) is .rnwoth if it can he carried out by uniformly
refining the mesh of equilatna.l triangles am! ta.king the image undPr tlw same .f. A
mesh refinement process is ca.lied hi1:r-an:hica.l if an initial coarse mPsh is rPfined using
a smooth refinement process inside ea.ch of the original coarse elements.
In practice, most applications USP meshes and refinement schemes which can he
classified as smooth or hierarchical. The uumerica.l experiments in Section \J show that
on smooth meshes, the SM is as accurate as the MM. As this section will illustrate, the
accuracy of the SM can be impared by usiug 11011-smooth meshes. SPction 8 will define
an Enhanced Stencil Md.hod whicl1 corrects this problem efficieutly for hierarchical
mesh refinement processes.
Consider the two triangle mesh show11 in Fig1m. . ;3_ Using Dirichlet. boundary
conditions and ta.king the trne solutio11 Ji = y, one ca.11 work out the computed solution
P and U by hand. The usual mixed method would reproduce the linear P and
constant U exactly. The SM, in co11tra.st, fails to compute either correctly; for instance
it yields P = 0.35714 for the pressnrP at the ceutroids of the triangles, instead of
0.33333. If uniform refinement is applied to this mesh, the errors converge mnch more
slowly than with the MM.
Figure 4 shows the error P - p when JI is a liuear fouction, on a. much finer mesh
constructed from applying uniform reti11e111ent to an original coarse mesh of '.2 nonsimilar triangles. Darker shades iudica.te larger errors. Wit.hiu Pach of the origiual
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(0,1)

(-1,0)

(-1,0)

FIG. :).

(1,G)

A non-s111.uuth ·mt:sh.

FIG. 4. Error in P - 1' on a. hi,·,·a.rchica.l/J; n:.finnl mesh 11.sin_q the SM
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triangles the mesh is smooth; the jump iu .59 across the central line produces the error
pattern shown, somewhat like an artificial source term.

s;

1
The problem is that y =
'v p is discontinuous a.cross faces where 8 9 changes
discontinuously, but it is approximated by a fnnction Y E V,, which is constrained to
have continuous normal components a.cross faces. This imggests that adding La.grange
multipliers to such faces, thereby enrichiug the discrete space in which Y is defined,
should solve the problem. The ESM of Sectiou 8 does precisely this, and can be shown
to solve the two element. problem of Figme :3 exa.ct.ly iu the case of linear Ji.

8. The Enhanced Stencil Method. Iu this sectiou, we discuss the Euhanced
Cell-Centered Stencil Method (ESM), which is a combiua.t.ionofthe SM with La.grange
multipliers added at edges where S_q is uot smooth.
In the HM, La.grange multipliers were introducetl on the boundary of every element in T,,. In some cases, La.grange mnltipliers are only needed on the boundaries
of a few elements. For example, when applying the domain decomposition techniques
described in (13], Lagrange multipliers are introdnced only on the element edges where
subdoma.ins intersect. In this method, jnst. as iu (3:3), oue ca.n rednce the global system of equations to an equation for the Lagrange nrnlt.ipliers. Applyiug the resnlt.ing
matrix operator involves solving snbdornain problems for velocity a.ad potential. Iu
this section, we follow a similar approach, iut.roduciug La.grange mnlt.ipliers only on
certain element edges. This define~ t.lw Euhauced Cell-Centered Stencil Met.hod. In
this case, the multipliers a.re ueeded to preserve accuracy of t.lu~ nmnerica.l solution;
however, as a side effect, they can he used to iut.roduce parallelism into the solutiou
process as well.
In order to describe the basic idea, consider a domain n consisting of two regions
0 1 and n~ separated by an iut.erfa.ce r, snch as that given iu Figure 5. Assnme a
triangulation of n is constrncted, where Sq is smooth iu n1 and n, bnt. not necessarily
smooth a.long r. In 0 1 and n:! we will apply the SM as (lescribed a.hove. The two
subdoma.ins will be coupled by Lagrauge 11mlt.ipliers a.loug the edge r.

FIG.

r•.

Dornain. dt'CO'tnf!OSition

Let T/ denote a. tria.ng11la.t.io11 of n,., k = l, '.2, a.ud 7', = T,1 UT/. We assume
the tria.ng;ila.tions T,,1 and T1; mat.ch a.t. the edge r, so that T1, is ; va.li< l triangulation
of the whole domain n. Let 11,;' C H(div;nk), W1~ C U(nk) denote the RT0 spaces
on T,,k, k=l,2. Let V,~ = V,,1 U 11,;, and W1, = Wl U W,;. Let A7, E L 2 (r) denote the
restriction to r of the space A1, defined in ( 2:3).
1

Returning to (34)~(:35), (:38), n111ltiplyi11g by appropriate test fnnctions and int.e-
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grating, we obtain
2

(56) (S9 y, v)

= (JI, 'v · v) -

L(JJ, v · uk)r,

v E H(div; f.!1) U H(div; f.!2),

k=l

where

Ilk

n f, ~: = l, 2,

is the outward normal to cJfh

(58)

z E (L 2 (f.l))",

(SqI<Sqy, z),

(Squ, z)
('v-u,w)

( 57)

(.f, 111),

w EL

2

(r2).

v,:,

Let Y, U E
P E W1,, and .\ E Ai,, where Y, U, P, and .\ approximate y, u, Ji,
and pjr, respectively, and satisfy
2

(P, 'v · v) - L(.\, v · uk)r,

(59)

k=I

(60)

(S9 U, z)

(61)

('v · U, w)

( S9 I< S_q Y, z),
(.f, w),

z E

v

Ev,:,

v,; ,

w E W1,,

2

(62)

L(U · Ilk, ,,)r

0,

11 E Ai,.

k=l

We approximate the left-most terms in (fi\J) all(! (60) using the quadrature rule (54).
In matrix form, (59)-(62) (with quaclratnre) ca.11 he written as

/:,'!?
( ·,

0
-B
i00
0

'

(63)

[

0

0

0

l[ l [ l

0

-0
y
P

F

.\

0

This system can be reduced to a system for
e<1uation,

Y

(64)

0
o

P

and .\ as follows.

= .C,·;/(BP - i>i)

From the second equatio11 all(! ((i4),

lJ

(65)
Let A2
(66)

= S'i/C'S'·i/.

= '·D
s·- 1 c~'· '·D
s·- 1 (BP- -

L- "').

From the third equation and (tifi),
-T -

-T

-

-

-T

-

-

B U = (B A 2 B)P - (B A 2 L).\ = F,

and from the fourth ecprntion and ((if1),
(67)

Thus we obtain the system

(68)

[~} ! ][f ]

= [

.

~]'

From the first
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where A3 = B A.B, A4 = LT A"L, am! D = -BT A"L. Denote the matrix on the
left side of (68) by AESM· If desired, (68) ca.11 be further reduced to an equation for 5.
alone, in particular,

(69)
and
(70)
In [13, 5, 12, 6], various methods for solving (70) on parallel computers a.re developed
and analyzed. In all of these approaches, applying the llla.t.rix on the left side of (70)
involves solving a problem of the form
(71)

Aa:r

=b

for some vector :i: and right hand side b. The matrix A 3 decouples a.cross subdomains,
thus (71) involves independent. subdomain problems which can be solved simultaneously.
The mat.rices A3, D, and A 4 can be forme<l and easily applied to vectors. In particular, the ESM can be thought of iu a <ioma.in decomposition set.ting a.s introducing
La.grange multipliers on snh<lorna.in bonrHla.riPs, then using the SM within ea.ch snbdoma.in. However, we require morP generality. In particular, we introducP La.grange
multipliers a.cross any edge where Sq is discout.irmous. Depending on the geonwt.ry of
the domain and the type of triangulation used, this may result in introducing a. substantial number of Lagrange multipliers. However, for domains which can be divided
into a relatively small number of regular domains, where uniform triangulations can
be used, the ESM should be roughly as eflicieut as the SM.
9. Nurr1erical results. We created a. large suite of test problems which we used
to examine the behavior of the numerical met.ho<ls described above. We varied the
shape of the domain, the coefficient tensor J(, and the analytic solution. In each
case the boundary conditions and the forcing t.PI-rn were constructed to mat.ch the
prescribed solution. We report i11 dd.a.il 011 two typical cases a.ml then summarize the
results from the full test suite.

9.1. Two Typical Cases. Amoug the domains cousidered were those shown in
Figures 6 and 7. These figures illustrate the initial decomposition of the domains into
elements. The second domain is neither simply connected nor convex; moreover we
chose to use both rectangles and triangles iu subdividing it, to illustrate the flexibility
of the c++ program.
In the convergence study, the smooth example domain was described by cubic
splines, which were used to generate progressively finer meshes directly. The resulting
family of meshes meets the definition of smooth given in Sect.ion 7.
In contra.st, the non-smooth example domain wa.s refined uniformly to generate
progressively finer meshes. Ea.ch a.pplica.tiou of uniform refinement. replaced ea.ch
triangle or rectangle with 4 smaller but geometrically similar ones. The finest mesh
had 2432 elements. Uniform refinemeut geuera.tes hierarchical meshes: ea.ch new mesh
contains all the edges of the previous one. However, discontinnities in the geometry
mapping across edges of the origiua.l coarse tria.ug11la.tio11 a.rt' uot smoothed out by
refinement. Thus this family of meshes is hina.rchical but uot smooth, as defined in
Section 7.
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FIG. <;. Smooth M,·.,h. E.1:a.111.pl,·

FIG. 7. Non-sm,outh. Mu,·h E:r;arn,plt·
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In Tables l ~4, we give detailed results
Dirichlet boundary conditions,

011

15

both <loma.ius for a test problem nsiug

l

K= ( 0.f>

and with the analytic solution

We report the / 2 norm of the error iu the pressme ]' and the finx K'vp. The / 2 norm
is the discrete two-norm ta.ken a.t the centers of elements. The error in the finx refers
to the flux as a vector, not to just one compoueut. As can be seen in Tables l a.n<l 2,
the MM, HM, a.nd SM a.re equally accnra.te for the smooth example. The nonsmooth,
hierarchical example of Tables ;3 aud 4, however, shows that the SM loses accuracy
(about one half power of h.) in both p and -K'vp, as compared to the MM and HM.
However, the ESM is as accurate as the MM a.n<l HM in all the examples.
h
0.ol
0.002fi
0.0006
Ra.te

MM=HM

SM

(l.010
().()027
0.0OlHi8

0.00fi4
0.00lf>
0.000:n

I

,.-

,.-

I .,

'I

TABLE l

['2 f'1To

r in l' for thf sm,ooth

f.1·a.-111,pfr

h

MM=HM

SM

0.01
0.002fi
0. 0006
Rate

0.G2
o.:32
0.Hi

O.G:3

0.:12
0.Hi

I,

h
TABLE 2

12 f.Trur in J{\ll' fur thr:· sm.uuth r-·.rw,nplt'

h
0.16
0.08
0.04
0.02
RatP

MM=HM

o.:rn
0.11
0.lWJ
0.007G
I,.-

ESM

0.48
0.12
0.04:3
o.orn

0.fi!J
0.11
0.026
0.0062
I/, 2

J,14

'I

:J
,-rrur in l' fur th, nun-smooth r.rn.mp/,TABLE
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h

MM -- HM

SM

ESM

O.Hi

6.0

(;_4

0.08
0.04
0.02
Rate

:u

\J.:3
fl.\)

l.fl
0.77

:u
2.fl

:tfi
l.G
0.80

h

//I_(;

h

TABLE 4

F n-ror i:n K"vp .for th.,- nun-smooth

tT<Lmple

9.2. Tetrahedra. The C++ program ca.11 handle t.hree dime11sional elements
such as bricks and t.et.rahellra. We observed 11mnerically that the stencil approach
breaks down on tetrahedral meshes. This appears to be ll11e to the fact that regular
tetrahedra. do not fill space, whereas eqnilat.eral t.ria.11gles do tile the plane. This means
that the geometry matrix S'_q is una.voida.bly discont.i11uo11s everywhere, no matter how
much one at.tempts to smooth t.lw tetrahedral mesh. Therdore, the HM seems to be
the best choice for tetrahedral meshes. The SM could, however, be used with prismatic
elements on meshes constructed from the t.e11sor product of a triangular mesh in two
dimensions and a one dimensional collect.io11 of i11t.erva.ls.
9.3. Summary. We conducted approximately 100 experiments varying the domain, the shape of the elerrwnts, the type of mesh refi11ement used, the test equation,
and the tensor K.
For most methods and test cases, the conditio11 1111111ber of the li11ea.r system was
O(h- 1 ), as estimated by the number of conjnga.te gradient iterations nsed. However,
the ESM combined with nniform refi11eme11t proll11ced better condit.io11ed systems,
with condition numbers a.rou11ll 0(/1.- 11 ·l 1). Using a co11jngate gradient solver with no
preconditioning, the MM took much longer than the other three md.l10ds ( approximately 50 times longer on 2000 elements). 011 a typical smooth mesh problem the
SM took approximately ha.If as much CPU tinw as the HM. The ESM was somewhat
slower than the HM on coarse meshes, since it solves for both pressures arnl La.grange
multipliers. By a.round fom levels of mesh refineme11t it had caught up to the HM,
since it did not need La.grange mnltipliers 011 every edgP, and it should outperform it
when additional refineme11t. is nsed.
The error in the pressure converged approximately like O(h'2) for the MM, HM,
SM, and ESM, except that the SM co11verged at a. slower rate for hierarchical meshes;
that is, in non-smooth situa.t.ious, where the geometry matrix clia.11ges discontirmonsly
because of uniform n~finement. Simila.rly the error in the flux converged like O(h),
except for SM with geometry disco11t.i1rnities. Using smooth refinement 011 the nonsmooth domain illustrated above in Figure 7, the SM achieved the same convergence
orders as the other methods.
On rectangles one finds that the velocities are superconvergent at special points
and can be post-processed to yield sec.ollll onler accurate vector approximations everywhern. A new post processing scheme developed by the third author recovers
extra accuracy for the velocities 011 triangular meshes as well [15]. The post.processing method can be applied to any of the mixed method variants. The c011verge11ce
rate for the post processed flux is generally bet.ween h. 1 r. and 1,.u1, depending in part
on the smoothness of the mesh refineme11t process. This and other related post.processing schemes are analyzed in [9), where it is shown that they recover second order
accurate velocity fields on three-hues meshes. Moreover, a.lthongh the resnlting ve-
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locity fields do not conserve mass exactly, a special post.processor choice makes the
mass conservation errors extra small.
10. Conclusions. The SM has been seeu to he au accurate and efficient method
for smooth meshes of tria11gular elemeuts, that. appears to be about twice as fast a.s
competing methods. 011 hierarchical meshes, the SM loses accuracy, but the ESM
does not. Thi; ESM ca.11 be more efficieut than the HM if the coarse elements are
sufficiently refined that the ESM requires ma11y fewer La.grange multiplier u11knowns
than the HM. On meshes of tetrahedra.I elements, however, the SM loses accmacy, so
the HM should be used instead.
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